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                                 Campinas 6 Nov 2023
Dear All,

when on Monday 30 October I entered the institute
the first time after the violent mini-crowd,
that had the opportunity to terrorise us for weeks,
had left one full week before on Sunday 22 October,
I found the office door neighbouring mine full of hate speech,
offending symbols, and even crime allegations.

Today, 2 weeks after the masked violent thugs took down the entrance barricades,
the public shaming goes on - the shaming door still being displayed
in its full dehumanising hate speech ugliness.

Do people actually know the following?
In a democratic state of right there is the innocence conjecture.
Someone is considered innocent until sentenced by the justice system.
E.g. one cannot speak of criminal acts and so on before a judge decided.

As far as I know my office neighbour is not even accused of racism,
so why is there a public display of the allegation that he did that crime?

The allegation 'fascista' might offend descendants of victims
of crimes of Nazi barbarism.

Another angle: Public shaming, a medieval practise, in the 21st century?
Everybody fine with that?

In respect of the democratic state of right
that door should have been painted (or cloaked til painted)
before the building was liberated for re-entrance.

Since I am a member of the institute I would load partial guilt
on myself watching this and keeping silent.
Therefore I hereby express my emphatic refusal.

Sincerely,
Joa Weber

--- 
 Wer mit dem Strom schwimmt kommt nie zur Quelle 

-----
A distribuição de mensagens nesta lista deve observar as diretrizes estabelecidas no
documento: https://ime.unicamp.br/docs/decisao_ci_250923.pdf
Caso acredite que esta mensagem as infringe, reporte-a a dirimecc@ime.unicamp.br.
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